Abstract. Waldhausen's K-theory of the sphere spectrum is naturally an augmented S 0 -algebra, and so has a Koszul dual. Recent work of Brown and Zagier implies an identification of the rationalization of this (covariant) dual with the Hopf algebra of functions on the motivic group for Deligne and Goncharov's category of mixed Tate motives. We show that the (rationalized) K-theoretic completion of a category of non-commutative motives defined recently by Blumberg, Gepner, and Tabuada consequently has a natural enrichment, with morphism objects taking values in D(MTM(Z)). Hess's theory of descent lifts this structure to the homotopy category.
1. Introduction 1.0 Waldhausen's work on K-theory of ring-spectra defines an S 0 -algebra K(S 0 ) as a special case of his more general A-theory of spaces. One of its fundamental properties is that the homomorphism
(induced by the Hurewicz map
becomes an isomorphism after tensoring with Q; another is that the Dennis trace homomorphism
splits the unit S 0 → K(S 0 ), making
into an augmented S 0 -algebra.
Work of Hess associates to such an algebra, a descent coring
with I • (S 0 ) a cofibrant replacement (eg a bar construction [26 §7.6, 21]) for S 0 as K(S 0 )-algebra. This defines a kind of Hopf algebroid in the category of I • (S 0 )-modules [25 §2.18 , 44], which will be regarded here as a covariant from the (graded) Hopf algebra of functions on the motivic group of MTM(Z) to a Q-algebra of quasisymmetric functions (dual to the (free associative cocommutative) Hopf algebra
of noncommutative symmetric functions [15 §4.2, 24] generated by elements Z k of degree 4k + 2 -related to the (presumably transcendental) odd zetavalues ζ(1 + 2k)).
The equivalence of categories claimed above is a consequence of a quite simple
Proposition: The Künneth spectral sequence
[Up to an inversion of the grading, this spectral sequence is algebraically isomorphic to the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence E 2 * , * = Tor
(eg with field coefficients) for a fiber product
over a base space whose cohomology algebra is trivial. This E 2 -term will then be the homology of a bar construction on H * (ΣA). When A = CP ∞ , James' construction shows [4] the integral cohomology of ΩΣCP ∞ ) to be the Hopf algebra of quasisymmetric functions.
Baker and Richter note that nontrivial multiplicative extensions in the resulting spectral sequence imply that product on the homology of the bar construction is the shuffle (as opposed to quasi-shuffle) product [ In §3 we use this collapse to define a canonical Hopf algebra isomorphism
with the algebra
of quasisymmetric functions. 
of maps to the fiber of the Dennis trace, which becomes a homotopy equivalence in the limit. It follows that the K-theory groups
(of smooth cell bundles over a point) satisfy
and are zero for other positive i, cf eg [29 p 7] .
I am very grateful to John Rognes for guiding me through the deep literature around this point: odd zeta-values enter differential topology here, through Borel's theory of regulators, which identifies
with the Q-submodule of R generated by ζ(1 + 2k).
2.1
In the work of Deligne and Goncharov, the category MTM(Z) is the smallest Q-linear Abelian tensor category containing Tate objects Z(n) = Z(1) ⊗n : analogous somehow (in that the motive
of projective space splits as a sum of Tate objects) to differential topologists' even-dimensional cells. Moreover, there is a kind of degenerate Adams/descent spectral sequence
This is strikingly reminiscent of Atiyah's [2] interpretation of Adams' work on Whitehead's homomorphism
, the effect on homotopy groups of the monoid map
When n = 4k, the image of this J-homomorphism is (away from two, for simplicity) isomorphic to the cyclic group
this identification involves regarding a real vector bundle over S 4k as defining a stable cofibration
and therefore a class
) of extensions of profinite modules with an action of the Adams operations (where u ∈ Z × acts on Z(k) ∼ = Z as multiplication by u k ). This is essentially a Galois cohomology group, and can be computed using profinite completion and classical congruences of von Staudt-Clausen for Bernoulli numbers: it is cyclic, of order equal to the denominator of
These parallel manifestations of classical zeta-values in algebraic geometry, and in algebraic and differential topology, seem quite remarkable, and I am arguing here that they have a unified origin in the fibration
with odd negative zeta-values originating in the J-homomorphism to Q(S 0 ), and odd positive zeta-values originating in pseudoisotopy theory. The adjoint functors (B on the right, and Ω on the left) account for the shift of homological dimension by two, from K(Z) 4k−1 (where
2.2 Our object here is thus to propose an analog, in the world of homotopy theory, of mixed Tate motives: with the Z(n)'s replaced by geometric 'base' objects analogous to Euclidean cells, and the role of the spectrum K(Z) played by its rational avatar K(S 0 ). The first step in this program is the construction of a canonical isomorphism
of Hopf algebras (the right-most map having been constructed by Brown) . This is effectively the same as asking for a good model for the degenerate spectral sequence of §1.2.
The augmented algebra
is a square-zero extension of Q by a graded vector space with one generator in each dimension of the form 4k + 1, k ≥ 1, but we need an explicit basiswhich is provided by work of Rognes [43] . Sharpening earlier constructions of Hatcher [30 §6.4], Waldhausen, and Bökstedt [10] , he constructs an infiniteloop map ω : B(F/O) → Wh( * ) (F is the monoid of homotopy self-equivalences of the stable sphere, cf [37] ) which is a rational equivalence. On the other hand the identity element * → F defines an infinite-loop Q-equivalence
of maps of infinite loopspaces, and hence a map
of spectra (in what I hope is reasonable notation). After tensoring with Q, the morphism w :
of spectra defines an isomorphism of ring-spectra; in particular,
is a square-zero extension of Q by an ideal
(|b| = 4) with trivial multiplication.
3. Some trivial calculations 3.1 If A → k is an augmented commutative algebra (say for simplicity k is a field), then (as I learned many years ago from John Moore),
as its graded dual [13 XVI §6] . Differential graded algebra [40, 46] vastly expands these ideas; in one of the simplest examples, where
is an exterior algebra, Ext * E (Q, Q) is the universal enveloping algebra of its (abelian) Lie algebra of primitives: it is the classical Hopf algebra of symmetric functions.
The bar construction ([36 IV §5, IX §2; 21 §1.1.2; 9]: a relative injective resolution (or cofibrant replacement) for k as an A-algebra) is a powerful tool for such calculations. In the situation of §1.2 above, we have
is the tensor algebra n≥0 (Σ K(S 0 )) n on the suspension of K(S 0 ), with a suitable differential: but over Q the product structure on K(S 0 ) is trivial, and this differential is zero. The projection
to the first term in the tensor algebra (regarded as a trivial DG algebra) defines a monomorphism
(Q, Q); but this extends to an isomorphism of the free Lie algebra generated by Σ 2 kO ∨ to the primitives of K(S 0 ) †∨ Q * . A classic theorem [39 §5 .18] of Milnor and Moore thus yields an isomorphism of K(S 0 ) †∨ Q * with the free associative algebra on Σ 2 kO ∨ Q , sending the element dual to σb k to Z k ∈ NSymm * (Q). Duality then identifies
There are analogous results for the topological cyclic homology TC(S 0 ; p) of the sphere spectrum. The ad hoc geometric model [There is no very obvious relation between TC * geo (X) of a space, and the topological cyclic homology TC(DX; p) of the commutative S 0 -algebra DX = [X, S 0 ] Spanier-Whitehead dual to X (cf [8] ); but one might hope that TC geo (after p-completion) would be its linearization.]
The approximations
to an infinite loopspace (associated to a spectrum {X n }) define an equivalence lim
of suspension spectra; the obvious maps
For example, if X = ΣkO then Ω ∞ X = SU/SO, resulting in a productkilling quotient
The induced homomorphism
Symm * (Q) = Tor
(the final equivalence being Hoffman's, cf §1.2 above) is the inclusion of a ring of classical symmetric functions into the corresponding quasisymmetric functions, dual to the abelianization homomorphism If X = ΣkO, for example, the resulting map
is a morphism of ring spectra (with the target regarded as a square-zero extension of S 0 ). This defines a lift
of the rational abelianization.
Koszul duality and descent
4.1 Work in representation theory (eg [5] , cf also [35 §4 .10]) suggests thinking of Koszul duality not as a construction on (generalized, eg DG) augmented algebras, but rather as a functor such as
on categories of modules over such things. Other dualities (Matlis, Pontrjagin, Spanier-Whitehead . . . ) are however often in play, and untangling their interrelations can be complicated [13 §2.3 ].
Hess's theory of homotopic descent (following the lines of [40, 22, 44] ), which takes (some generalization of)
as its basic operation, seems better adapted to our purposes. [The more usual approach works with modules over the k-linear dual
For the behavior of (some) monoidal structures under Koszul duality, see [38, 47] .
The composite
) of such a duality functor with the construction in §1.1 suggests regarding K(S 0 )-module spectra as homotopy-theoretic enrichments of (derived) mixed Tate motives.
Example:
Kitchloo's category sS (of suitable symplectic manifolds (M, ω), with stable equivalence classes of oriented Lagrangian correspondences as morphisms [32] ), has a monoidal fiber functor which sends such a manifold to a Thom spectrum
constructed from the U/SO-bundle of Lagrangian structures on its stable tangent space (given an almost-complex structure compatible with ω). [An Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence with
Although sΩ(−) is not a homology functor, it shares many formal features of one; for example,
when M is compact oriented, with the usual symplectic structure on the cotangent space [32 §2.6] ). Moreover, this functor takes values in modules over the ringspectrum sΩ defined by M = * , and the composition The Hopf algebra counit
provides, via the Thom isomorphism, an augmentation
Definition: The derived smash product
is naturally a comodule over
which endows its own Koszul dual
1 Because the rational stable homotopy category is just the derived category of Q-vector spaces, I will sometimes confuse the rational suspension spectrum S 0 Q [X+] of an unbased space with its homology H * (X, Q).
is canonically self-dual as a Hopf algebra, we can regard this as defining an sΩ Q [Sp/U + ]-comodule structure on sΩ(M ) Q , and it seems reasonable to Conjecture: These two THH(sΩ) Q -comodule structures on sΩ(M ) Q agree. Moreover, some spectral sequence degenerates to an isomorphism
[ 
of a a complex manifold (defined in terms of coherent sheaves of holomorphic functions on X × X and its factors). If X is Calabi-Yau, we can identify its tangent and cotangent bundles, obtaining an action of the abelianized Grothendieck-Teichmüller group on the Hodge cohomology of X.
Note that Sp/U ∼ BT × Sp/SU splits. The action on sΩ of the twodimensional cohomology class carried by BT does not seem to come from a K(S 0 ) † coaction, but rather from variation of the symplectic structure. This may be related to Kontsevich's remarks (just after Theorems 7 and 9) about Euler's constant, cf also [41] .
Example
Blumberg, Gepner, and Tabuada [7 Theorem 3.1], mobilizing the forces of higher category theory, have constructed a beautiful closed symmetric monoidal ∞-category Cat perf ∞ with suitable small stable ∞-categories A, B (eg of perfect complexes of quasicoherent sheaves over a scheme, or of suitably small modules over the ringspectrum defined by the S-dual of a finite complex) as objects, with ∞-categories Fun ex (A, B) of morphisms between them.
BGT define candidates M add , M loc for categories of non-commutative motives, but their work on the K-theory of ∞-categories [7 §7 .1] also suggests the category, enriched over K(S 0 )-module spectra, with stable small idempotent-complete ∞-categories as objects, and the K-theory spectra K(Fun ex (A, B) ) as morphism objects [11] , as an interesting approximation to the Ms. By the arguments above, the Q-localization of this category has a natural reinterpretation as a category of non-commutative motives with morphism objects in D(MTM(Z)). These 'big' categories of motives can thus be interpreted as enriched over more classical, 'smaller' categories of motives.
